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1. INTRODUCTION  

 The web contains text in many languages 

and scripts or we can say online documents may be 

written in different languages and scripts. Most of the 

text recognition algorithms are designed to work with 

a particular script and treat any input text has being 

written only in the script under consideration. 

Therefore, an online document analyzer must first 

identify the script before employing a particular 

algorithm for text recognition. Fig.1 shows an 

example of a document page containing six different 

scripts. . A specific script like Roman may be used by 

multiple languages such as English, German and 

French. The six scripts considered in this work, named 

Arabic, Cyrillic, Devnagari, Han, Hebrew,  and Roman, 

cover the languages used by a majority of the world 

population (see Fig. 1). Handwriting recognition refers 

to the ability of a computer to receive intelligible 

written input. This paper represents 

1. Allows the users to write a new script and 

then save it. 

2. Users can write a script and then system can 

recognise it. 

3. Users can view all  the scripts saved in the 

database. 

4. Users can delete any/all  the saved scripts. 

 
Fig1: multilingual document containing Cyrillic, 

Hebrew, Roman, Arabic, Devnagari, and  Han scripts. 
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2. Literature Survey 

Anoop M. Namboodiri, and Anil K. Jain, [1] 

present automatic identification of handwritten 

script  facilitates many important applications such as 

automatic transcription of multilingual documents 

and search for documents on the Web containing a 

particular script. This paper proposes a method to 

classify words and lines in an online handwritten 

document into one of the six major scripts: Arabic, 

Cyrillic, Devnagari, Han, Hebrew, or Roman. The 

classification is based on 11 different spatial and 

temporal features extracted from the strokes of the 

words. 

A.L. Spitz,[2] present language may refer 

either to the specifically human capacity for acquiring 

and using complex systems of communication, or to a 

specific instance of such a system of complex 

communication. The scientific study of language in 

any of its senses is called linguistics. The 

approximately 3000 languages that are spoken by 

humans today are the most salient examples, but 

natural languages can also be based on visual rather 

than auditory stimuli, for example in sign languages 

and written language 

Anil Kumar Singh and Jagadeesh Gorla[3] 

Language identification becomes an important 

problem in the electronic world of many languages 

(Gordon 2005), even more so when multiple 

languages are mixed up in one document. 

Monolingual identification has been attempted by 

many researchers and it is now considered by many 

to be an almost solved problem. But multilingual 

identification has been rarely attempted. This is 

partly due to the fact that for a long time most of the 

documents on the Internet were monolingual. 

`Johnson’s method (Stephen 1993)[4] was 

based on characteristic ‘common words’ of each 

language. This method assumes unique words for 

each language. In practice, the test string might not 

contain any unique words 

3. Identification of Script  

Most of the published work on automatic 

script recognition deals with offl ine documents, i .e., 

documents which are either handwritten or printed 

on a paper and then scanned to obtain a two-

dimensional digital representation. The proposed 

method uses the features of connected components 

to classify six different scripts (Arabic, Cyrillic, 

Devnagari, Han, Hebrew, Roman) and reported a 

classification accuracy of 88 percent on document 

pages.   

The properties of six different scripts used in 

this project are listed below. 

3.1 Arabic: Arabic is written from right to left within a 

line and the lines are written from top to bottom. A 

typical Arabic character contains a relatively long 

main stroke which is drawn from right to left, along 

with one to three dots. The character set contains 

three long vowels. Short markings (diacritics) may be 

added to the main character to indicate short vowels.  

3.2 Cyrillic: Cyrillic script looks very similar to the 

cursive Roman script. The most distinctive features of 

Cyrillic script, compared to Roman script is:  

I. Individual characters, connected together in 

a word, form one long stroke.  

II. The absence of delayed strokes. 

 
The word “trait” contains three delayed strokes, 

shown as bold dotted lines here.  

Delayed strokes cause movement of the pen in the 

direction opposite to the regular writing direction. 

 
Fig 2: Standard Cyrillic letters . 

3. 3 Devnagari: The most important characteristic of 

Devnagari script is the horizontal line present at the 

top of each word, called “Shirorekha”. These lines are 

usually drawn after the word is written and hence are 

similar to delayed strokes in Roman script. The words 

are written from left to right in a line. 

 
The word “devnagari” written in Devnagari script. 

The Shirorekha is shown in bold. 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:Special_Cyrillics.png
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Devanāgarī is part of the Brahmic family of scripts of 

India, Nepal, Tibet, and South-East Asia. It is a 

descendant of the Gupta script, along with Siddham 

and Sharada 

 3.4 Han: Characters of Han script are composed of 

multiple short strokes. The strokes are usually drawn 

from top to bottom and left to right within a 

character. The direction of writing of words in a line 

is either left to right or top to bottom.  

In many world languages, literacy has been 

promoted as a justification for spelling reforms. The 

People's Republic of China issued its first round of 

official character simplifications in two documents, 

the first in 1956 and the second in 1964. In the 

1950s and 1960s, while confusion about simplified 

characters was still  rampant, transitional characters 

that mixed simplified parts with yet-to-be simplified 

parts of characters together appeared briefly, then 

disappeared. 

3.5 Hebrew: Words in a line of Hebrew script are 

written from right to left and, hence, the script is 

temporally similar to Arabic. The most distinguishing 

factor of Hebrew from Arabic is that the strokes are 

more uniform in length in the former.  

3.6 Roman: Roman script has the same writing 

direction as Cyrillic, Devnagari, and Han scripts. We 

have already noted the distinguishing features of 

these scripts compared to the Roman script. In 

addition, the length of the strokes tends to fall 

between that of Devnagari and Cyrillic scripts . The 

features are extracted either from the individual 

strokes or from a collection of strokes. Here, we 

describe the features and their method of 

computation for each of the forecoming features an 

example follows shortly. 

Fig 3: Roman Script Printed on Stone 

The most important characteristics of online 

documents are that they capture the direction of 

strokes while writing the document. This allows us to 

analyze the individual strokes and use the additional 

direction for both script identification as well  as text 

recognition. To identify the script used in the 

document, stroke properties as well as the spatial 

and temporal information can be used. The 

advantages of the proposed system are as follows: 

1. Online documents are the main 

consideration. 

2. Both spatial and temporal characteristics of 

the document are used to identify the 

scripts. 

3. Easy segmentation of foreground and 

background of the online document.  

4. Fewer error rate. 

4. Multilingual Document 

Today, Language identification is the main 

issue, even more when multiple languages are mixed 

up in one document. This paper present the 

multilingual language identification, it involves three 

parts. The first part is monolingual identification (Fig 

4) Many methods with very high precision are 

available for this part. The second part is  language 

enumeration i.e., finding out what languages  are 

present in the document. The third part is  segment 

identification i.e., identifying the language of 

segments of text in the document. If the segments 

are assumed to be single words, we can further 

divide the problem into word type identification and 

word token identification. In this first work on 

formulating the problem of multilingual language 

identification and solving it in a systematic way, we 

propose a method to solve the language 

enumeration and segment identification. 

 
Fig 4: Monolingual Language Identification 
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Language Enumeration: Two algorithms are used for 

language enumeration: 

 Mono K Best 

 language Enumerator 

The mono K Best algorithm returns K best n gram 

models or language encodings for a given word type 

or token. The language Enumerator algorithm 

returns the m best language encodings for a given 

document. 

Word Type Identification: Once the best possible m 

language-encodings have been identified for the 

document, we can simply use the monolingual 

identifier to tag the language-encoding of each word  

type. The important point is that we only have to 

discriminate between m classes and m will be 

usually only 2 or 3. 

Word Token Identification: In the current work, we 

assign the language-encoding class of a word token 

to be the same as that of the word type of which it is 

an instance. In other words, we are not taking the 

context of the token into account. We plan to 

explore how context can be used to improve token 

identification. 

5. Future Scope  

This paper can be implemented to identify 

the language and scripts using Java. In future, the 

user can develop script identification algorithm to 

recognize six scripts in any online document. The 

script classification algorithm can also be extended 

to do page segmentation, when different regions of 

the handwritten text are in different scripts. 

Conclusion 

The aim is to facilitate text recognition and 

to allow script-based retrieval of online handwritten 

documents. The classification is done at the word 

level, which allows us to detect individual words of a 

particular script present within the text of another  

script. This paper has been presented review of 

multilingual language identification. 
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